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Welcome to ARBOS
For an emerging brand like ours, it was far from easy to make our mark among the many established names competing for leadership in the agricultural
mechanisation sector. But we succeeded, forging ahead and leaving others in our wake.
At ARBOS, you will find energy to spare, along with focus, innovation, a drive to do, new ideas and ancient wisdom. Although we are young, we have a long history
of research to support us, along with experience of working with major industrial enterprises and an overwhelming desire to grow.
Our door is always open, and you are welcome.

In Search of Beauty
The products of mankind - indeed, all products - reflect our aspirations, our goals, our tastes and our dreams.
And beauty is an extraordinary magnet, an irresistible siren that speaks to our innermost self: those who demand beauty also wish to achieve it for themselves,
and will not rest, always seeking the very best. In ARBOS, we strive to achieve this too - to add beauty to machines that are technically flawless*.
Whether it’s shaping a headlight, designing the bonnet of a machine or creating the contours inside a cab, the most stylish solution always goes hand in hand with
the most functional, as design becomes one with technique. Beauty & Functionality: nature teaches, ARBOS applies.

* In 2017, ARBOS won the prestigious RED DOT AWARD for design

The Agronomic Circle
Time, the seasons, crops, the natural cycle that repeats time after time, ancient and immutable, to provide man with the fruits of the earth. The green world of ARBOS.
We have prepared a full range of products for those who work in agriculture - structured, always connected and constantly growing, ARBOS solutions accompany
farmers from dawn to dusk in all that they do, from sowing the seeds to harvesting the crop. Multifunctional, versatile machines for open field applications, special
machines for orchards and vineyards, isodiametric tractors for hills and plains and implements for seeding and working the soil: finally, the circle is closed.
And it’s a perfect circle.

Production Plants
We have two production plants in Italy: in San Vito in Tagliamento, we make our most well-known implements, whilst in Carpi, we produce our open field tractors and
specialist machines for orchards and vineyards. And always, without fail, with the ARBOS “signature”: technical innovation + reliability + only what you truly need.
We like to remain ahead of the curve at all times, planning for the long term, thinking of the needs of tomorrow as we build the machines of today: very soon, you will
see some beautiful examples (of machines, that is). The wheels have begun to turn, and there are a host of products approaching the final straight.
Innovation is coming home: the future is already here.

Research & Development
The jewel in our crown, the department that is out of bounds to most, where the lights blaze late into the night and only a few can enter.
R&D: this is where new products, new ideas and new patents are born and refined - the space in which they are nurtured and developed.
And indeed, this is the place where these products are subject to relentless testing, first on test benches and then in the field, until they are perfect.
Ready for you. R&D: this is where the seeds are sown, all year round.

Our goals
Our target is to ensure that our customers are totally satisfied - we depend on them, and for this reason, our thoughts are always focused in their direction.
But behind this, at the very heart of our commitment, lies much more: - a desire to innovate - a desire to make our mark - a desire to create a company that
is different to all the others - a desire to guarantee that those who work with us - suppliers, dealers and end customers - know that they have made the right choice.
Because what really matters is not WHAT we do but HOW we do it. Because everyone is building machines and implements, but we want to construct a whole working
experience, ensuring that this is full, satisfying and positive. And we are here to prove it: our real goals are inside us.

SATISFYING THE REQUIREMENTS OF GLOBAL AGRICULTURE
INCREASING FOOD PRODUCTION USING TECHNOLOGY
CONSERVING AND PROMOTING FOOD BIODIVERSITY
PROTECTING THE TERRITORY FROM BEING OVERUSED
REDUCING FUEL CONSUMPTION THROUGH AN INDUSTRY 4.0 APPROACH

Customer Care/Parts
/Finance
The 3 key areas, the 3 faces of our group, our 3 strengths. Here - in the Distribution Department - the ARBOS philosophy is tangible:
- CUSTOMER CARE:the satisfaction of those who choose us - whether you are a dealer or an end customer - relies on more than just technical support;
it is also crucial that we pay close attention to the requests we receive (ALL the requests), to your expectations, and to different points of view.
Our customer service team is here to listen to you: when you need us, we’ll be there.
- PARTS: without a well-equipped and efficient spare parts warehousing system, a company cannot sleep easy, and the same applies to its customers.
But with ARBOS, a peaceful night is guaranteed, safe in the knowledge that ALL the spare parts for your machine are here, lined up on the shelves,
ready to be shipped to you whenever and wherever they are needed. In real time.
- FINANCE: in order to benefit from all the advantages of our products, and to facilitate the balance between supply and demand, our Finance Service is on hand.
We will do whatever we can to provide you with affordable financial plans and services that are always perfectly tailored to your individual situation.
What is important to you is fundamental to us.
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